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The posters project
• Each of you will pick a use case or anecdote to present in a poster
that highlights an AI ethics question.

• In the poster you :
• Present the artefact illustrating the use case or anecdote (can be a film, abook, an article, TV series, academic paper, MIT Technology Reviewarticle…)
• What is the ethical problem raised? Link the problem to one of the « over-arching AI ethics themes » of the course or one of the Asilomar AIprinciples
• How should the ethical problem be approached: elements of analysis,arguments for and against.
• Link the problem to a legal text (eg an article in the EU Charter ofFundamental Rights)
• Proposed solution
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Over-arching themes of AI Ethics (1/2)
I. AI and the effect on work
a. AI replacing workforce
b. What is the role of work in human existence?
c. AI for recruiting
d. Amazon Mechanical Turk

II. AI and the surveillance state
a. “Surveillance capitalism” (ShoshanaZuboff) – transforming ubiquitous surveillance anddata gathering into business opportunities(Facebook and Google)
b. Surveillance by government: predictivepolicing, facial recognition, algorithms to detectterrorist threats: how to draw the right balancebetween privacy and public security

III. AI and health
a. Individualized, predictive medicine
b. Epidemic (COVID) management
c. Neuralink
d. Augmented humans, transhumanism
e. Robot doctors
IV. AI and democratic institutions
a. AI and manipulation of populations
b. Fake news, polarization, and the “post-truth” era
c. Election manipulation, social (cyber) warfare
d. Freedom of expression vs censorship



Over-arching themes of AI Ethics (2/2)
V. AI and human dignity
a. Autonomous lethal weapons: the respective roleof humans and machines in warfare
b. Robot judges – can humans be judged by amachine? (cf. Estonia robot judges experiment)
VI. AI and discrimination
a. Racism, gender inequality, social inequalities.Does AI make societal discriminations worse? Can AIhelp offset human discriminations?
VII. AI and the end of serendipity
a. What is the role of chance in our lives, careers,scientific discoveries? By reducing the role of chance,does AI harm innovation and personal development?
b. Can chance be a justifiable solution for ethicaldilemmas such as the trolley problem? (AlexeiGrinbaum)
c. The role of outliers (“black swans”) in humandevelopment.

VIII. AI and human psychology
a. Human machine interactions - how can AI make
humans smarter (and not dumber)
b. Robot companions, robot ‘emotions’
c. Social engineering - nudges to help affect human
behavior: eg « you haven’t been walking enough
today… »
IX. AI and safety certification
How does machine learning change our approach to
certifying safety-critical systems?
What AI-related safety lessons can we learn from the
Boeing 737 Max failures?
X. Can AI save humanity from itself?
a. AI and climate change
b. AI “taking control”: Isaac Asimov laws of robotics,
2001 Space Odyssey, etc.
























































